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                    Hay Group was founded in 1943 and in 2015, Korn Ferry acquired the Hay Group. With this acquisition, Korn Ferry diversified its offering by adding talent management consulting to its portfolio of services and cementing Korn Ferry as the pre-eminent global people and advisory firm.
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		Why Korn Ferry acquired Hay Group

The combination of these two firms brought together nearly 7,000 talented professionals with a single purpose: helping leaders and organizations succeed by releasing the full power and potential of people.

With the acquisition, Korn Ferry now serves clients through multiple business lines, expanding its solutions to include:
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              Korn Ferry’s 2024 Global Mining Compensation Survey

            

            
              Explore the results of our 23rd Global Mining Review—the industry’s most authoritative guide on mining compensation payments.
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              AI recruitment tools are saving APAC HR teams time and enhancing the candidate experience—but what are the risks of automating the hiring process?
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              The 6 Qualities of Asia’s Future Leaders

            

            
              Asian leaders are stepping up to the challenge of driving the world’s growth—but they’ll need these six traits to succeed as global-ready leaders.
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              Global businesses have pledged to hit net zero by 2050. But how can organizations build the teams they need now to hit their goals?
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